
VBS 2023 - The Armor of God

Week 1: Belt of Truth
Monday: Belt of Truth

Memory Verse: It is better to be honest and poor than dishonest and rich.

Proverbs 16:8

LARGE GROUP BIBLE

LESSON

(12:30-12:45pm)
Led by Youth Group

Point of the Day: The Belt of Truth holds the rest of the

armor together. Without truth in our lives, we  can’t be

strong in the Lord.

Large Group Bible Lesson (15 minutes - all together in a big

group right after lunch) – Spend this time teaching the

children the story for today. You can do a skit, act the story

out while someone reads or  tells the story, show a video, etc.

You only have to tell the story once, so go all out here and be

creative!  Below is an idea to get you started:

o Have the narrator of the story wear pants that are

too big with no belt. Have a few other  teens act

out Roman soldiers getting ready for battle

without their belts. For Roman  soldiers, the belt

would be as vital as a piece as the helmet. Why?

Because without it their  leg armor would fall down

and trip them, their breastplate would be very

loose, their sword  and other things kept in their

belt would have to be carried. Life would be way

too hard  without a belt. This item holds the rest

of the Armor together. Without knowing and

practicing the truth, using some of the other parts

of the Armor of God would be practically

impossible. Have you ever noticed that when

someone doesn’t tell the truth it often is to  cover

up something they did or that someone else did

that was wrong? If we act upon our  knowledge of

truth it can (and will) hold our righteousness

intact. We learn the truth by  studying God’s Word

and by applying what we have learned; we use the

Belt of Truth to  hold the rest of the Armor



together.

SMALL GROUP

(12:45-1:00pm)
Led by Impact Interns

ROTATIONS

(1:00-2:00pm)

The youth groups will plan and lead this time. There will be 3
rotations for the 3 first grade color groups (red, purple, and green)
and 3 different rotations for the 3 second grade color groups
(orange, blue, yellow). So, there will be 6 rotations going on at the
same time, but each VBS child will only go to 3 rotations a day.
Listed below are suggested activities - you are welcome to
come up with your own ideas. Do not feel bound by these
ideas!

CRAFT

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Craft (20 minutes)

o Decorate foam or cardstock belt. See further

directions here: http://www.dltk

bible.com/crafts/armor/mbelt.htm

o Armor of God Belt -

GAME

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Game (20 minutes)

o Tape or mark a starting line and a finish line about 10

feet away from each other. Tell the children that you

will ask them a series of true or false questions. All the

children answer every question, all at the same time.

Those who get it right move forward. Those who do not

get it right stay put. Continue in game play until every

child has crossed the finish line.



(Example Questions: True or False? Birds live

underwater. Moses wrote the entire Bible.

Jesus isn’t the only way to get to heaven. The

sky is blue. In some countries, it is illegal to

own a bible. Etc.)

o Review Bowling: Spray-paint 2 liter-sized, plastic soda

bottles like bowling pins. Split the  group into 2 teams,

and ask each child a review question about the large

group bible story. For a correct answer to a review

question, a child gets an opportunity to bowl. The child or

team gets a point for every pin knocked down.

o Huge pants relay: you will need a very large pair of pants

for each team. Set up an obstacle  course. The teams line

up. The first person puts on the pants and must run the

course and  back and then hand the pants to the next

player. The team to have all of its team mates  complete

the course wins. The spiritual parallel is that it is hard to

run the race when your  pants keep falling down. Like a

belt holds up our pants, truth of heart holds our

relationship  with Christ together.

(http://www.street.ns.ca/armor2.htm)

MEMORY

VERSE/SNACK

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Memory Verse -Use this time in both memory verse classes to

help the children learn the verse for the  week: “It is better

to be honest and poor than dishonest and rich” Proverbs 16:8

CEV. Use the activity below or come up with one of your own.

● Hand Signs: Assign a hand motion for each word of the

verse. Teach the children the  hand signs and the

words at the same time. Then say the words while the

children  only do the hand motions. And then do the

hand motions while the children say the  words.

● Since this is the first day introducing the memory

verse, write it on the board and read it out loud, and

everytime you read it again, delete words. Make it a

competition between boys and girls, big buddies against

little buddies. Whoever wins gets the snack first.

● Surprisingly they love to color or tracing the words to

the memory verse. Coloring sheets with the memory

verse written on it.



Snack:

● Belt of truth Twizzlers

● Pepperoni and cheese on ritz cracker  belt of truth



Week 1: belt of truth
Tuesday: Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5:1-10)

Memory Verse: It is better to be honest and poor than dishonest and rich.

Proverbs 16:8

LARGE GROUP BIBLE

LESSON

(12:30-12:45pm)
Led by Youth Group

Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5:1-10)

Major Point: Not telling the truth has consequences.

Large Group Bible Lesson (15 minutes): Ananias and

Sapphira – This is a perfect time for a skit! Start the skit

with your teens in modern day acting out common ways kids

lie (to their teacher, parents, etc.)  then have the narrator

remind them that lying has consequences and act out the

story of Ananias and  Sapphira. Remind the children of how

important it is to wear their belt of truth.

This link has some good ideas:

http://www.biblefunforkids.com/2014/12/ananias-and-sap

phira.html

SMALL GROUP

(12:45-1:00pm)
Led by Impact Interns

ROTATIONS

(1:00-2:00pm)

The youth groups will plan and lead this time. There will be 3
rotations for the 3 first grade color groups (red, purple, and green)
and 3 different rotations for the 3 second grade color groups
(orange, blue, yellow). So, there will be 6 rotations going on at the
same time, but each VBS child will only go to 3 rotations a day.
Listed below are suggested activities - you are welcome to
come up with your own ideas. Do not feel bound by these
ideas!

CRAFT

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

● Create Copies of Money bags on cardstock paper and use
the links below to create a way kids can tell the story of
Ananias and  Sapphire see the video and links below. The
video explains how to do the craft and the other link



provides the images

Find the craft on the links below
This video has a good sample of how to make the craft and tell the
story: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vV6CYxyJNyI
This link gives you the images you can print out:
https://freebibleimages.org/illustrations/rg-ananias-sapphira/

● Leather/ Cloth money bag

GAME

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Game (20 minutes):

● Sneaky Giving Remind students that Ananias and

Sapphira lied because they wanted to show off about

how much money they were giving. But God doesn’t want

us to show off. In fact, most of the time, God wants us

to be quiet about how much money we’re giving.

Students sit or stand in a wide circle with their eyes

closed. Choose one student to stand in the middle of

the circle. They are the Giver. Hand them a random

object to lay in front of one of the students in the

circle. Their goal is to do so quietly so that the person

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vV6CYxyJNyI
https://freebibleimages.org/illustrations/rg-ananias-sapphira/


doesn’t hear them.

If the person does hear them, they can reach out and

try to tag the Giver. If they succeed in the tagging the

Giver, the Giver loses that round. If the Giver

succeeds, they win the round.

After the Giver has either laid their object down

successfully or been tagged, the students open their

eyes. The student with the object in front of them, or

who tagged the Giver, becomes the next Giver.

● Truth Tag: The person who is "it" is known as the "lie

chaser." The other kids run around  yelling out things

like, "I eat smelly socks for dinner!” The kids must go

to a designated "jail  area," until another player, the

"truth fairy," tags them free only after they make a

truthful statement. However, if the child who is freed

gets tagged again, he becomes a  lie chaser as well, and

the game continues until all the "lies" are caught.

● Play a game similar to balderdash. Allow one leader

to represent each team. Read an  unusual word. Each

contestant must give a definition (real or made up

and try to bluff  that it is real). The kids must then

decide who is telling the truth. For each guess they

get right they score a point. The team with the most

points wins 5000 Pts. (The team  with the greatest

number of points is dismissed first at the end of

service)

MEMORY

VERSE/SNACK

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Memory Verse/Snack (20 minutes):

● Memory Verse Challenge: Make signs using

construction paper with one or two  words of the

verse on each. Have several teens or children stand at

front and hold  the signs so that everyone can see the

words. Lead the children in saying the verse  together

a few times. Then, one at a time, have the sign holders

hide their sign, and  say the verse together again.

Repeat this until all the signs are hidden and say the



verse one more time.

Snack: Chocolate coins



Week 1:belt of truth
Wednesday: Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-10)

Memory Verse: It is better to be honest and poor than dishonest and rich.

Proverbs 16:8

LARGE GROUP BIBLE

LESSON

(12:30-12:45pm)
Led by Youth Group

Zacchaeus ( Luke 19:1-10)

Major Point: When you are truthful and make things right,

you build trust. When we admit we have not been truthful, we

can earn back other’s trust.

Large Group Bible Lesson (15 minutes): Zacchaeus – Tell

or read the story to the children once, and  then choose

some children to come on stage and help you or your teens

act out the story. Have costumes  the children can easily put

on. Choose the shortest person in VBS to be Zacchaeus.

Have the taller  people crowd around “Zacchaeus”. Then have

Zacchaeus get on a chair so he can see Jesus coming.

Emphasize that Zacchaeus was a thief and considered a

traitor to his people (Luke 19:1-10). When he  decided to

follow Jesus, Zacchaeus worked hard to earn his

community’s trust.

SMALL GROUP

(12:45-1:00pm)
Led by Impact Interns

ROTATIONS

(1:00-2:00pm)

The youth groups will plan and lead this time. There will be 3
rotations for the 3 first grade color groups (red, purple, and green)
and 3 different rotations for the 3 second grade color groups
(orange, blue, yellow). So, there will be 6 rotations going on at the
same time, but each VBS child will only go to 3 rotations a day.
Listed below are suggested activities - you are welcome to
come up with your own ideas. Do not feel bound by these
ideas!

CRAFT

(20 MINUTES) Craft (20 minutes):



Led by Youth Group

● Have the children make trees out of construction

paper, then draw Zacchaeus in the  tree. Write the

memory verse on the bottom of the paper.

● Use a toilet paper roll and tissue paper to make a tree

- print off an image of Zacchaeus  to stick in the top.

GAME

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Game (20 minutes):

● Play I Spy with the younger children. Say “Zacchaeus

climbed up in a tree so he could get a better view of

Jesus. And Jesus picked Zacchaeus out of the crowd

to have dinner with him. Let’s test our own vision with

a game of I Spy.

● Play the game “Zacchaeus, Come Down!” Place several

pieces of masking tape on the  floor throughout the

room, one for each child. Have each child stand on a

piece of  masking tape and explain that they must

keep their feet on the masking tape at all  times.

Blow up a balloon and explain that it represents

Zacchaeus. Explain that the  people of the town



didn’t like Zacchaeus and didn’t want him to come

down from the  tree to spend time with Jesus. Tell

the children that they are going to pretend that

they  are the townspeople and must try to keep the

balloon (Zacchaeus) off the ground  without stepping

off of their piece of tape. If the group is large, add

extra balloons into the mix.

MEMORY

VERSE/SNACK

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Memory Verse/Snack (20 minutes):

● Volley Verse: Sit or stand in a circle. Take a soft ball

or balloon and pass it around in  a circle, each person

saying one word of the verse as they hold the ball and

pass it  on. Go fast and slow, repeating the whole verse

each time. When the kids feel  comfortable saying the

verse, volley the ball from person to person across the

circle,  letting each person say one word as they pass

the ball.

Snack: Grapes and Pretzel sticks to make a tree



Week 1: Belt of Truth
Thursday: Wise and Foolish Builder (Matthew 7: 24-29)

Memory Verse: It is better to be honest and poor than dishonest and rich.

Proverbs 16:8

LARGE GROUP BIBLE

LESSON

(10:30-10:45am)
Led by Youth Group

Wise and Foolish Builder (Matthew 7:24-29)

This is a fun story that has a good VBS song which we don't

sing on a regular basis. Start by singing the fun VBS song and

end this time with the song as well.

Explain how Jesus and God are our truth. If we build our

foundation(life) in His truth, when storms come our way we can

stand firm like the house on the rock. When we allow lies to

enter our life our foundation(life) is no longer firm and any

storm can crush us down. Act out various scenarios in their

lives.   Allow the kids to determine if the skit was firm on the

truth or weak in lies.

SMALL GROUP

(10:45-11:00am)
Led by Impact Interns

ROTATIONS

(11:00-12:00 noon)

The youth groups will plan and lead this time. There will be 3
rotations for the 3 first grade color groups (red, purple, and green)
and 3 different rotations for the 3 second grade color groups
(orange, blue, yellow). So, there will be 6 rotations going on at the
same time, but each VBS child will only go to 3 rotations a day.
Listed below are suggested activities - you are welcome to
come up with your own ideas. Do not feel bound by these
ideas!

CRAFT

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Popsicle sticks Wise and Foolish builder



file:///C:/Users/17134/Downloads/NT13%20Wise%20and%20Fo
olish%20builder%205+.pdf

https://truewaykids.com/the-wise-and-foolish-builders/

GAME

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Knock them down

Give each player or team a set of plastic cups or building

blocks. Everyone should space out from other players.

First players build a tower of their choice. When

finished, give each team a ball. They should try to knock

over the other towers. The last remaining tower wins.

OR Cup Pyramid relay

Play as teams or individuals. Place some plastic or paper

cups on the opposite side of the room to the children.

The child should then run to collect the cups one by one

and build a tower. If you want to make the game more

difficult. Add the rule that if the tower falls, all fallen

cups must return to the start. First team or player to

finish wins.

MEMORY

VERSE/SNACK

(20 MINUTES)
Led by Youth Group

Memory Verse: Hot Seat Bible Verse

This game works best for multiple children. Write or type the

Bible verse on a sheet of paper. Cut the words or phrases

apart. Tape a word or phrase under random chairs in the

classroom. After the kids are seated, ask them to look under

their chairs to see if they are sitting in one of the “hot seats”

– a chair that has a word under it. Whoever finds a word under

their chair brings it to the front. The kids must arrange

themselves in line, each holding up their word, so that the

words are in the correct order.

Lots of Kids? Print the verse in different colors and mix them

throughout the room. Then, all of the kids with a blue word

under their seat must complete the blue verse while the kids

with a red word under their seat must complete the red verse.

Snack: Foolish builder(Pudding and Graham crackers)

https://truewaykids.com/the-wise-and-foolish-builders/


In a clear cup add pudding and crumble some graham crackers,

then place a small graham cracker slanted to represent the

foolish builder.


